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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(April 3, 2020 – Orlando, FL) The Association of Change Management Professionals® (ACMP®) is pleased to announce a series of webinars to engage with experts as they share multiple perspectives and answer questions related to how we can best manage the personal, professional, societal, economic, cultural, and global impact of the coronavirus pandemic. The Managing Change and Disruption: Ignitor Insights on Coronavirus series is free to all who wish to attend; recordings will be available to ACMP members in the ACMP Resource Library.

“During these unprecedent times, our community is being called upon to share lessons and resources we have experienced during our careers as change professionals,” said Roxanne Brown, President of the ACMP Board of Directors. “I am deeply grateful for the way our community is coming together to help the world navigate such an enormous amount of disruption to our personal and professional lives. As a change professional myself, I look forward these webinars and hearing from our global leaders.”

The series will feature ACMP Ignitors – a global group of thought leaders, luminaries, and advanced practitioners in the field of change management and sister disciplines. The group is led by ACMP Ignitor Liaison, Rick Rothermel who describes it as a way to “leverage the expertise, foresight, experience, and insight of acknowledged change management leaders locally and globally to advance the discipline of change management.”

For more information about the Ignitor Series, please visit www.acmpglobal.org/ignitor-insights

About the Association of Change Management Professionals (ACMP)
The Association of Change Management Professionals® (ACMP®) is a nonprofit professional association dedicated to advancing the discipline of change management. ACMP serves as an independent and trusted source of professional excellence, advocates for the discipline, and creates a thriving change community. What began in 2009 as a small group of visionary change leaders from around the world, is now a global community of more than 5,000 change practitioners. ACMP offers its members the space to learn, share and cultivate professional change practices so they, and their organizations, can achieve intended outcomes and results.